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Heat supply in Denmark
• Until 1970
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– Mainly oil based, small share
of district heating (mainly
large cities)
– Oil crisis in late 1970ies led to
initiation of heat planning
– Introduction of natural gas,
energy efficiency measures,
increasing share of district
heating

Energy consumption (PJ)
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• After 1990
– Further decreasing oil shares,
continued district heating
buildout, now mainly CHP
based, larger share of
renewables (biomass)
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District heating Denmark

• With the introduction
of heat planning and
focus on CHP, district
heating shares and
CHP shares increased
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District heat generation (PJ)

• Initially dominated by
larger cities, major
share of heat only
generation
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Future district heating

– Coal based CHP will be phased
out – likely completely by 2030
– Decentral gas based CHP will
likely see a significant reduction
and be substitues by heat pumps
and biomass
– Sector coupling will increasingly
stem from electricity use for
district heating generation, than
from cogeneration of heat and
power

• Arguments for continued DH
– Economy of scale, integration of
heat sources, flexibility
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• In recent years (and the years to
come) the role of CHP is
dramatically challenged
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Heat planning
•

First heat supply law in 1979, before that no fixed framework for heat planning
–

•
•

Tools for supporting energy policy targets and district heating and natural gas supply

Energy taxes on (fossil) fuel and electricity for (individual) heat supply
Tax level 2019 (on energy)
€/ton
Natural gas
Coal

•
•

First phase concluded in late 1980s with
established heat plans for all areas
1980 and 1990
–

Increased attention on environmental and climate issues
•

–
–
–
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District heating, CHP, wind turbines

Legal obligations for co-generation of power and district
heating, which is still in force in parts
Energy efficiency measures
Decentralised decsisions
•

•

Energy taxes
132
79

Municipalities get authorizing role for projects

Today: Heat planning role has changed from large
heat plans to project-by-project approvals

CO2 tax
24
23

Total
156
103

Heat planning matters

Source: Danish Energy Agency
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Municipalities’ role today
•

Increased attention on strategic energy planning (voluntary process)
–
–

•

Supported by national guidelines
–

•

Detailed guidance on assumptions for socio-economic analyses

Heat planning
–
–
–
–
–

•

Heat planning often a central topic
Local resources, Energy efficiency, electricity and district heating supply, waste treatment, Transportation,
Business opprotunities

Overall heat planning (e.g. heat supply for new areas)
Permitting authority for heat projects
Initiating and assisting role for expansion of DH grids
Communication initiatives (energy savings/individual heat supply)
Owner of DH companies

The municipalities influence

The municipality as a company
Planning and authorizing authority

Increasing influence

Owner of utilities/supply companies

Partnerships, facilitation and citizen information
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Næstved 1
CASE: Heat planning in the
municipality of Næstved
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53 % of heat demand is covered by district
heating, the remainder mainly by natural gas.
District heating company is a cooperative.

Municipality would like a
green heat supply in the
entire city.

Question is whether to expand district
heating or promote individual green
heating, i.e. heat pumps?

98 % of district heating comes from a
waste incineration plant, jointly owned
by 5 municipalities.

Waste incineration plant
can supply more heat for
the city.
But is waste incineration an
environmentally and
economically sustainable
solution??

The CO2 content of waste is about two-thirds
of natural gas
Tough policies at EU level, national level and
local level towards circular economy and
plastic recycling

Our analysis shows a considerable
risk that the waste gate fees may
drop considerably – and this may
jeopardize the economy of the
waste incineration plant

The district heating company should
examine other supply options:
Heat pumps using surplus heat, sewage
water, river or ambient air.

An economic analysis
shows, that expanding the
district heating is
competitive with individual
heating based on either
natural gas or heat pumps.
This is also the case the if
district heating is supplied
from heat pumps.

Preliminary conclusions
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Workshop
Wünsche und Anforderungen
aus Baden-Württemberg:

Needs and requirements from
Baden-Württemberg

•

•

•
•

Was sind die wichtigsten Barrieren für
die Verbreitung der Fernwärme?
Welchen Input erhoffen Sie sich aus
dem „Heat Planning Guide“?
Zum Beispiel:
–
–
–

•
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•
•

–
–

Wie laufen einzelne Planungsschritte ab?
Wie lokale Potenziale Erneuerbarer
Energien identifizieren?
Wie gelingt die Integration bereits
vorhandener Daten, Pläne etc.?

Zeitlicher Rahmen: 45 min
Gruppendiskussion - 15 min Plenum
Präsentation zentraler Ergebnisse aus
den Gruppen

What are the most important barriers
for expanding district heating
What do you expect from the “Heat
Planning Guide”?
For example:

–

•

Which are the planning steps?
How can we identify local potentials for
renewables?
How can existing data, plans etc. be
integrated?

Timeframe: 45 min group discussions 15 min plenary Presentation of key
points per group

Future challenges and opportunities
• Regulation changes for the district heating
sector?
– ‘Non-profit’ debated
– Increased regulation to ensure economic efficiency
(benchmarks, price regulation)?
– Deregulation to ensure economic efficiency thorugh
competition?

• Increasing competition from individual
technologies
– Both district heating and individual heating are
looking at heat pumps as a key technology in the
medium to long term
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